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Abstrat

A quantum topologial network model that might allow for the prodution of energy through the em-

ployment of vauum eletromagneti urrents form is based upon foundational priniples of topologial

geometrodynamis (TGD) [Pitkanen, 1995

1

; 2℄. Suh a prodution photon-fatory would have the apability

of drawing upon a seemingly inexhaustible supply of what in TGD formalism is a "vapour phase" of photons.

Partiularly in the presene of Bose-Einstein ondensate photons, it is theoretially possible to onvert these

"vapour phase" photons into ondensed photons that an then be harnessed and transformed into useful

kineti energy by more traditional means. TGD presents a view, similar to ertain string models, of spae-

times as surfaes within an 8-dimensional spae H that is a produt of Minkowski spae future lightoneM

4

+

and a omplex projetive spae CP

2

. TGD model allows for topologial merging, akin to the ondensation

proess in lassial physis, of free elementary partile like 3-surfaes to the bakground surfae of larger

size. \Topologial evaporation" orresponds to the reverse of this proess in whih partiles go \outside"

the lassial spaetime. TGD predits vauum eletromagneti �elds having as their soure vauum gauge

urrents instead of urrents omposed of elementary partiles. The vauum gauge urrents generate oherent

states of photons and the for lightlike vauum urrents the oherent state arises in a resonant-like manner. A

presene of Bose-Einstein ondensates of photons in a nearby spaetime sheet external to the oherent-state

generator would allow for a transfer of photons from that sheet into a vapour phase. The apture of these

photons into an eletro-mehanial propulsion system may provide a soure of energy whih an be onverted

into a form useful for the propulsion and aeleration of a spae raft. An emission of oherent light from

a region not ontaining harged partiles would be a lear indiation of vauum urrent presene. Whether

this entire proess, if it is feasible, ould generate enough useful energy for spaeraft propulsion is a major

open question. However, it does appear that in the least suh a mehanism ould provide for some type

of quantum ommuniation with storage of information in both phase and intensity of the oherent emf

and with the vauum urrents ating as quantum antennae. An examination of ertain models known as

quantum ellular automata and networks (QCAM, CLAN) (Dudziak, 1993) and synhronized heterogeneous

dynamial networks (SHDN (Chinarov, 1998) may provide some further insight into how the suggested stim-

ulated oherent prodution of photons might be initiated, ontrolled, and stabilized in an appliation for

spae travel or ommuniation.



TOPOLOGICAL GEOMETRODYNAMICS

Topologial geometrodynamis provides an alternative (Pitk�anen

1

,1995) approah to the uni�ation of

quantum theory and relativity. In this approah (Pitk�anen

1

,1995), there is a fundamental and radial

generalization of the onept of 3-spae. Spaetime is replaed by a surfae of 8-dimensional spae H =

M

4

+

� CP

2

, where M

4

+

is the interior of the future light one of 4-dimensional Minkowski spae and CP

2

is omplex projetive spae with real dimension four. The reasons foring the use of (the interior of)

the future light one of M

4

, denoted by M

4

+

, rather than entire Minkowski spae, are both mathematial

and osmologial, as a matter fat, M

4

+

orresponds to an empty Robertson-Walker osmology. This spae

possesses the symmetries of the empty Minkowski spae broken only by the presene of the lightone boundary

plus some additional symmetries, namely those of the internal spae CP

2

. One an identify the isometries

of CP

2

(f. Figure 2. below) having dimension) as olor symmetries harateristi for quarks and gluons

and the theory beomes unique. It is easy to onstrut ation priniples allowing the symmetries of H

as symmetries and giving spaetime surfae as a solution of the �eld equations. This means a solution of

the so alled energy problem of General Relativity sine energy now orresponds to time translations of

8-dimensional H rather than of 4-dimensional spaetime as in General Relativity.

Figure 1: Gravitation makes spaetime urved and leads to a loss of translational symmetries in GRT.
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Figure 3: CP

2

as a omplex projetive spae of real dimension 4.



Sub-manifold geometry leads to a natural geometrization of gauge �elds and quantum numbers. Indution

proedure for the metri means that distanes in spaetime surfae are measured using the meter stiks of

the imbedding spae. In the ase of gauge �elds indution means that parallel translation is performed

using the parallel translation de�ned by the spinor onnetion of the imbedding spae. The requirement

of eletroweak gauge struture �xes the spae S uniquely to S = CP

2

. Also the geometrization of known

elementary partile quantum numbers results.

One an enter up with TGD also as a generalization of the old fashioned hadroni string model by gen-

eralizing the desription of hadrons as strings having quarks at their ends with the desription of partiles

as small 3-surfaes X

3

ontaining quantum numbers at their boundaries. This leads to a topologial expla-

nation of the family repliation phenomenon and makes it possible to explain the known elementary partile

quantum numbers in terms of H-geometry. The TGD resulting from the generalization of string is however

quite di�erent from the TGD resulting as a solution of the energy problem of GRT.

The only manner to unify these two TGD:s is provided by a generalization of the spaetime onept. The

marosopi spaetime with matter is identi�ed as a many-sheeted surfae with hierarhial struture. There

are sheets glued on larger sheets glued on larger sheets..... Eah sheet has outer boundary and material

objets are identi�ed as spaetime sheets. Gluing is performed by topologial sum operation onneting

di�erent spaetime sheets by very tiny wormholes with size of order CP

2

radius. Wormholes reside near

the boundaries of a given spaetime sheet and they feed various gauge uxes to the larger spaetime sheet

(external world from the view point of the smaller spaetime sheet). Elementary partiles orrespond to so

alled CP

2

type extremals, whih have Eulidian metri and negative �nite ation and have very muh the

same role in TGD as blakholes in GRT.

Also 'vapour phase', i.e. small partile like surfae residing (at least part of the time) outside the marosoopi

spaetime surfae are possible, and are the ounterpart of the Baby Universies of GRT. The requirement

that gauge and gravitational uxes are onserved on the boundaries of 3-surfae implies that lassial gauge

harges and gravitational mass of the vapour phase partile vanish. There is no reason for the vanishing

of the inertial four-momentum although one an onsider the possibility that the rest masses of the vapour

phase elementary partiles vanish in aordane with the idea that topologial ondensation gives rise to

the massivation of the elementary partile. One ould argue that quantum gauge harges of topologially

evaporated CP

2

type extremals annot be identi�ed as gauge uxes and therefore an be nonvanishing. This

problem does not however a�et reent onsiderations.

In TGD framework spaetime an be therefore regarded as a manysheeted surfae. The distanes between

parallel sheets are extremely small, of the order of CP

2

size R � 10

4

Plank lengths. Sheets have a �nite

size and outer boundary and form a hierarhial struture ordered by the typial size of the sheet. A

spaetime sheet is identi�ed as a geometri representation of a material objet so that 'matter' (in the

sense of 'res extensa') redues to spaetime topology in TGD and interations between partiles an be

be understood topologially. Elementary partiles orrespond to surfaes with size of order R, whih have

su�ered topologial ondensation ('gluing' by topologial sum ontat) to a larger spaetime sheet.

Elementary partiles an also topologially evaporate: vapour phase partiles are 'outside' the marosopi

spaetime and analogous to the Baby Universies of General Relativity. An argument based on the onserva-

tion of Newtonian gravitational ux and gauge uxes on the boundaries suggests that vapour phase partiles

have vanishing gravitational mass and gauge harges whereas inertial mass (or at least four-momentum)

should be nonvanishing: this implies a breaking of Equivalene Priniple for suh partiles.

In priniple there is energy and momentum transfer between various spaetime sheets and also between

spaetime sheets and 'vapour phase'. Assuming that Einstein's equations of GRT hold true, one an al-

ulate the energy transfer from a given spaetime sheet to other sheets and to vapour phase. One an also

onstrut a model for various partile transfer proesses by assuming that standard interations ause evap-

oration and ondensation. In the ase of a single spaetime sheet this means that eah elementary partile

speies is e�etively doubled orresponding to vapour phase- and ondensate states. In eah vertex of the
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Figure 4: Topologial ondensate and vapour phase: two-dimensional visualization.

Feynmann diagram both vapour phase and ondensate states an our with appropriate amplitudes. Also

the lassial gauge �elds assoiated with the ondensate an a�et the ondensation or evaporation and again

appropriately generalized standard interation verties are assumed.

A futher purely TGD:eish phenomenon, deriving from the indued gauge �eld onept, is the existene

of genuinely lassial gauge �elds, in partiular eletromagneti and gravitational �elds having standard

ouplings to the quantum �elds. Unlike in lassial eletrodynamis, vauum emfs an have nonvanishing

divergene identi�able as a vauum gauge urrent rather than as a urrent onsisting of elementary partiles.

The presene of the vauum gauge urrents makes possible a generation of oherent states of photons: eah

Fourier omponent of the vauum gauge �eld generates its own oherent state. A purely TGD:eish predition

are so alled 'massless extremals' representing nonlinear em waves with assoiated lightlike vauum urrents

for whih the oherent state is generated in resonant-like manner. Thus lightlike vauum urrents an at

as as ideal quantum antennas (Pitk�anen

1;3

).

In omplete analogy with the stimulated emission and absorption, the presene of the BE ondensate of

photons (large number of photons in given Fourier mode) at some other spaetime sheet than the one reating

the oherent state, implies a stimulated transfer of photons between this spaetime sheet and vapour phase.

The �rst appliation oming into mind is quantum ommuniation with information stored in both the phase

and the intensity of the oherent emf and lightlike vauum urrents serving as quantum antennas. The seond

appliation would be a mehanism of energy prodution based on the suking of photons from the oherent

state of vapour phase to ondensate ontaining BE ondensate of photons. The neessary prequisites for the

mehanism are as follows:

a) There exist a region of spaetime ontaining lassial gauge �elds with nonvanishing lightlike vauum

em urrent generating oherent photons. Lightlikeness implies resonane and would lead to large density of

photons in the vapour phase.

b) There is a devie apable of induing topologial ondensation of the vapour phase photons. The

devie in question ould be smaller spaetime sheet ontaining BE ondensate of photons in some Fourier

modes of the quantized photon �eld.

b) There exists a mehanism for transferring the ondensed photons away from the devie so that a

ontinuous ux of energy from the vapour phase beomes possible.

Sine harged elementary partiles are massive, they annot give rise to oherent, marosopi lightlike

urrents. Hene the emission of oherent light from a spaetime region not ontaining harged partiles

(the absene of emission and absorption lines, brehmstrahlung radiation, et.) would be a signature of the

vauum urrents. Also the lightlikeness of this urrent ould serve as a signature in laboratory length sales

(mirotubules (Pitk�anen

1

,1995,Pitk�anen

3

,1996).

At best, the stimulated topologial ondensation of photons might be apable of generating suÆient release

of energy that an be harnessed to be useful in the operation of a large interstellar or beyond-solar-system

missions. The seond possibility is quantum ommuniation already mentioned. At worst, the energy density



of the photons in the vapour phase might be of the same order of magnitude as the energy density of the

mirowave bakground or even smaller. Even in this ase the mehanism might however provide a diret

test of the TGD:eish spaetime piture.

TOPOLOGICAL CONDENSATION OF PHOTONS AS A METHOD OF

ENERGY EXTRACTION?

There are three priniple issues that must be onsidered. First is the matter of topologial ondensation.

If this proess does our, there must be a kineti model that would allow for the transfer of photon energy

that an result in energy exhange with a marosopi devie suh as an engine or drive system. The seond

issue onerns the amount of suh photon exhange that ould our within a given volume of interstellar or

even solar domain spae. It may be that the onjetured proess an generate realistially only suh a modest

amount of useable energy that it is not pratial. The third issue onerns what pratial mehanism ould

be employed, assuming a positive answer to the �rst two onerns, for ontrolling the use of this ondensate

energy. The �rst issue, i.e. mathematial modelling of the quantum antenna and topologial ondensation

of photons, was disussed in [Pitk�anen and Dudziak

2

℄ in detail and here only a brief summary of results of

this disussion will be given.

Massless Extremals

The so alled massless extremals desribe nonlinear waves propagating with light veloity and are a

ruial element in the model to be represented. The harateristi feature is the presene of nonvanishing

lightlike vauum gauge urrents not possible in ordinary QED by the fat that free Maxwell ation represents

free �eld theory.

Let k = (k

0

; k

3

; 0; 0) be a light like vetor of M

4

and u = u(m

1

;m

2

) be an arbitrary funtion of Minkowski

oordinates m

1

and m

2

in the plane ortogonal to the diretion 3-vetor (k

3

; 0; 0) assoiated with k. Denote

by s

n

the n:th oordinate of CP

2

and by v = k �m the Minkowski inner produt of the wave vetor k and

M4

4

oordinate m. The surfaes de�ned by the map

s

n

= f

n

(v; u) ; (1)

where f

n

and u are arbitrary funtions, de�ne massless extremals. They desribe the propagation of massless

�elds in the diretion of k: the �elds are periodi with period � = 2�=k

0

so that only k and its integer

multiples are possible wavevetors. The polarization assoiated with various indued gauge �elds depends

on the position in (m

1

;m

2

)-plane and is in the diretion of the gradient of u. Field equations involve

tensor ontrations of energy momentum tensor and gauge urrent. These are proportional to kk and k

respetively and vanish by the lightlikeness of k. Linear superposition holds true only in a restrited sense

sine propagation diretion is �xed and polarization diretion in eah (m

1

;m

2

)=onst plane is �xed.

What is remarkable that these solutions are not solutions of the ordinary Maxwell equations in vauum:

gauge urrent densities are in general nonvanishing(!) and proportional to the light like four-momentum

k. As a onsequene, also lightlike eletromagneti urrent is in general (but not neessarily) present.

The interpretation of the em urrent J as eletron urrent is impossible and the orret interpretation

as vauum urrent is possible for indued gauge �elds. The presene of the vauum urrent implies that

massless extremals at as quantum antennae in the sense that eah Fourier omponent of the vauum

urrent, equivalent to an osillating external fore oupled to a harmoni osillator, generates a oherent

state of photons (oherent state is an eigenstate of the photoni annihilation operators). Sine photons have

lightlike 4-momenta, it is intuitively obvious that the oherent state is generated in resonane like manner

for a lightlike urrent.

A Model For The Transfer Of Photons And Energy Between Vapour Phase

And Condensate



In ordinary QED lassial gauge �elds an have only ordinary harged partiles as their soures. In TGD

genuine vauum urrents are possible. The oupling of the quantum �eld to the lassial em �eld with a

nonvanishing vauum soure implies the generation of a oherent state of photons suh that eah Fourier

omponent present in the lassial gauge urrent gives rise to an eigenstate of the orresponding photoni

annihilation operator. In ase of lightlike vauum urrents allowed by TGD, the oherent state is generated

in resonant-like manner so that lightlike vauum urrent ats as an ideal quantum antenna.

If one introdues a seond spaetime sheet, whih ontains BE ondensate of photons for some modes of

the photon �eld, a stimulated topologial ondensation of the vapour phase photons to this spaetime sheet

ours. This e�et ould be used to extrat energy from the vapour phase.

The possibility of marosopi quantum antennae has been explored in ell biology (Pitk�anen

3

,1995, Dudziak,

1993) giving rise to the notion that mirotubules of the ytoskeleton may at as oherent quantum antennae

with the result of reating an organizing network spanning large regions of ell surfaes and even ating

aross ell boundaries as in the ase of neuronal axons and dendrites. The dynamial saling symmetry

of the massless extremals leads to ask whether something of the sort ould be arti�ially onstruted on a

massive sale aross many meters or kilometers of deep spae.

Coherent State Is Generated In Resonant-Like Manner For Lightlike Vauum

Currents

The presene of the vauum urrent leads to the generation of oherent state of two modes of oherent

photons: vapour phase and ondensate. Coherent states states are eigenstates of the photoni annihilation

operators and in the estimates for the rate of topologial ondensation, one an replae A

�

(qu; i), i =

ond; vap, with the lassial photon �eld A

�

(oh; i). This has a lassial vauum urrent as its soure and

serves as order parameter for the oherent state. The Fourier omponent of a vetor potential desribes the

eigenvalue of the annihilation operator part of the photon �eld is for a given momentum k and polarization

diretion � and is given by

A

�

(oh; vj�; k) =

X

n

(k; k

n

)

�

�

J

�

(k

n

)�

�

k

2

n

;

exp(�ik �m) =

X

n

(k; k

n

)exp(�ik

n

�m) :

(2)

Here (k; k

n

) is the Fourier omponent of the planewave exp(�ik �m) expressed using a disrete planewave

basis for the spaetime sheet ontaining the vauum urrent and m denotes Minkowski oordinates.

If the lassial vauum urrent is assoiated with a 'massless extremal', any urrent is lightlike. This implies

resonane for those frequenies for whih the photon wave vetor orresponds to a wave vetor appearing

in the vauum urrent. The resonane is smoothed out by the �nite spatial size of the spaetime sheet

ontaining the lightlike vauum urrent. At the limit of an in�nitely large spatial size for the spaetime

sheet, one obtains in�nitely large amplitudes sine one has k

2

n

= k

2

= 0 at this limit.

The Mehanisms For Energy Release From The Vapour Phase

The stimulated ondensation of the photons from the vapour phase an be used to extrat energy from

the vapour phase. A ontinuous removal of the topologially ondensed photons from the region of the

topologial ondensation replaes kineti equilibrium with a dynamial ow equilibrium and vapour phase

photons are suked from vapour phase (or from other spae time sheets) to a given spaetime sheet. The

absorption of photons requires a devie ontaining BE ondensates of photons for some photon modes and

the possibility to transfer the ondensed photons away in order to establish ow equilibrium.



The maximum di�erential energy transfer rate in a state ontaining N(k; �) photons in mode (k; �) is

given by

dP

max

d


= !

dR

d


(3)

Here dR=d
 is the di�erential rate for topologial ondensation of photons in given mode with the diretion

of wave vetor k in solid angle d
. ! denotes the frequeny of the photon.

In ase that oherent photons are emitted by massless extremal haraterized by wave vetor k in the

diretion of z-axis, having length L and volume V , the di�ential ondensation rate is given by the expression

dR(k;�;n)

d


=

�

2

!

n

L

2

jM(k; �j

2

(N(k; �) + 1)

2

;

M(k; �) = i

P

�

1

R

d

3

k

1

J(!

n

; k

1

T

)(k

1

; k)X(k

1

; �

1

) ;

X(k

1

; �

1

) =

exp(ik

1

z

L)�1

ik

1

z

L

p � e

�

1

e

�

1

� e

�

;

(k

1

; k

2

) =

R

V

2

dV

2

exp [i(k

1

� k

2

) �m℄ :

(4)

J(!

n

; k

1

T

) is the Fourier omponent of the oeÆient of J of the light like vauum urrent J(t�z; x

T

)p

�

,p

�

=

(1; 1; 0; 0). The overlap integral (k

1

; k

2

) arries information about the geometry of the spaetime sheet

assoiated with the 'devie'. e

�

(k) denotes polarization vetors in two diretions ortogonal to the vetor k.

n refers to the frequeny !

n

= n�=L of the lightlike vauum urrent. The remaining fator X is a purely

'kinemati' fator. From this expression it is lear that resonane indeed ours and at the limit L!1 the

rate for ondensation diverges as L

2

.

It will be neessary for the mehanism responsible for this photon removal proess to maintain ontinuity

through some type of harging mehanism. There are several designs for ion-drive engines fueled by either

�ssion or fusion soures. The same type of ion drive mehanism ould be fed instead by the ow of photons

from the topologial ondensation proess. What spei� mehanism is at the output end of this hannel

is not the ritial element; rather, the question whih needs further investigation inluding development of

an experimental approah is whether or not suh a drive system ould be adequately fed by the vauum

urrents.

There is another issue whih onerns the e�et on evaporation and ondensation rates due to the presene

of a massive objet suh as a spaeraft moving at a onstant or near-onstant veloity. Even if suh a raft

were omposed of several dispersed units, it might have a disturbane on the thermal equilibrium suÆient

to alter the entire ondensation proess. This is a matter for further investigation.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION-SOME POSSIBLE TESTS

Evidene For Many-Sheeted Spaetime Conept?

Many-sheeted spaetime has some indiret osmologial evidene.

a) Sine spaetime sheet is urved, it takes longer time for a topologially ondensed photon to propagate from

point A to B along the lightlike geodesis of spaetime surfae than for vapour phase photons propagating

along the lightlike geodesis of the imbedding spae. Many-sheetedness implies the possibility of several

light veloities and this ould serve as a signature of manysheetedness even in laboratory length sales. This

would require the re-investigation of a possible dependene of the light veloity on length sale.

b) In osmologial sales eah spaetime sheet possesses its own Hubble onstant (this is due to di�erent

mass density in various spaetime sheets). This ould explain the problem of two Hubble onstants (see the

hapter 'TGD and osmology' of (Pitk�anen

1

,1995)).

) The reent evidene (Perlmutter et al,1998) for the inrease of Hubble onstant at short distanes ould



be regarded as an evidene for many sheeted spaetime. Light oming from nearby soures propagates along

smaller spaetime sheets, possessing larger mass density and larger Hubble onstant than the light from

distant soures having to propagate along large spaetime sheets.

d) Vapour phase photons ould propagate from regions beyond osmologial horizon. This ould explain why

some stars seem to be older than the Universe (see the hapter 'TGD and osmology' of (Pitk�anen

1

,1995)).

Test For The Conept Of The Lightlike Vauum Currents

In (Pitk�anen

1

,1995, TGD,Pitk�anen

3

,1996) it has been suggested that mirotubules and other linear

strutures in biologial maromoleular assemblies might at as quantum antennas and that this property

is fundamental for the ability of biosystems to funtion as marosopi quantum systems. The mehanism

would be based on the presene of lassial lightlike vauum urrents assoiated with some mirotubular

spaetime sheet. The resonane phenomenon would enhane the interation with laser light and also the

interation between di�erent mirotubules. The demonstration that biophotons of Popp (Popp et al,1981)

an be regarded as resulting from light like vauum urrents assoiated with mirotubules or linear moleules

(suh as DNA), would provide a strong support for the onept.

If one has somehow deteted astrophysial emf and found it to have (perhaps light like) gauge urrent as its

soure and there is no evidene for the ordinary harged matter in the region in question (no emission or

absorbtion lines, no brehmstrahlung) then one ould argue that genuine vauum gauge urrent is in question.

Note that marosopi lightlike (or nearly lightlike) urrents onsisting of ordinary harged matter are rather

unprobable.

Future Diretions

The design of satisfatory and reproduible experimental veri�ation is ertainly a neessary goal for

the validation of the TGD model and its extension to ondensed matter and biophysis as well as partile

physis. However, there is muh that remains yet to be aomplished �rst through mathematial and also

omputational modelling and simulation. More important still is the primary need to engender more dialogue

and interation of these onepts withing the broader physis ommunity and to lead toward this state has

been the prinipal goal of this introdutory exposition.
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